Election Results: Faculty Board Students, 2021

Online ballots closed at 4pm on Wednesday 21 April 2021 for the election of student members of Faculty Boards for a term from 1 July 2021 to 31 December 2022.

There is one undergraduate, one postgraduate and one higher degree research student position per Faculty. The Deputy Returning Officer has declared the following undergraduate, postgraduate and higher degree research (HDR) students elected:

**Arts, Design and Architecture**
Undergraduate – Ailin Wu
Postgraduate – Cameron Cripps-Kennedy
HDR – Susan Tracey

**Business**
Undergraduate – Ajay Elangovan
Postgraduate – Shubham Baid
HDR – 1 x vacant position

**Engineering**
Undergraduate – Kieran Sorensen
Postgraduate – Amit Kotkar
HDR – Varsha Sivagurunathan

**Law & Justice**
Undergraduate – Alexander Humphreys
Postgraduate – Gopika Ayyappan Aryad
HDR – Tristan Harley

**Medicine & Health**
Undergraduate – William Choy
Postgraduate – Lamia Nureen
HDR – Jessica Gereis

**Science**
Undergraduate – Alisia Armstrong
Postgraduate – Zhaoyuan Ding
HDR – 1 x vacant position

**UNSW Canberra**
Undergraduate – Henry Hutchinson
Postgraduate – Juleigh Ann Langenberg
HDR – Brett Brown
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